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I. Multiple choice 

1.  Throughout the modern world, it _____ that college graduates usually get higher pay. 

A. is assumed B. assumes C. has assumed D. is assuming 

2.  I saw on TV that AIDS is still _____ in Cambodia. More and more people there are acquiring 

the disease. 

A. on the rise B. for good C. in the air D. in a sense 

3.  Jackie is _______ chocolate and not a day passes without her eating five bars of it. 

A. particular about B. hooked on C. admitted to D. related to 

4.  Ulrich's recent movies have not been as successful as his previous, causing some to _____ what 

will come next for this young actor. 

A. audition B. guarantee C. ponder D. achieve 

5.  Even when you're looking down 2,000 meters into the canyon, there is nothing ____ because the 

horse you are riding is well-trained. 

A. to fear B. to be feared C. fearing D. which fears 

6.  As the typhoon passed away, I realized _____ would happen. Therefore, I put on my coat and 

went to work. 

A. terrible thing B. nothing terrible C. anything terrible D. something terrible 

7.  Passengers are not allowed to talk on cell phones aboard a flight, because the radio waves that 

cell phones ____ can interfere with the airplane's instruments. 

A. run out B. give off C. cling to D. set up 

8.  The CEO is not feeling well and has asked not ______ for the rest of the afternoon. 

A. to disturb B. is disturbed C. being disturbing D. to be disturbed 

9.  Jenny is meek and composed at heart, but is likely to take irrational measures if _______. 

A. contracted B. illustrated C. animated D. provoked 



10.  “I'm lovin' it!” is the ______ of the fast-food chain McDonald's. 

A. issue B. account C. slogan  D. associate 

11.  In order to make exact pet copies, scientists take DNA samples from people's pets and freeze 

them so that eventually the pets can be ____. 

A. disgraced B. notified C. sacrificed D. cloned 

12.  When he was asked whether he would like beef or pork, he said that _____ would do. 

A. any B. all C. either D. every 

13.  _____ he had always disliked Nancy, he was struck by the news that she had had an accident. 

A. As if B. Although that C. Even though D. Despite 

14.  From the window, we got a(n) _____ view of the mountains. 

A. breathtaking B. chilly C. excited D. moral 

15.  This novel _____ on the life of a famous singer. 

A. is basic B. is based C. is the base D. is basing 

16.  A sentimental girl such as Jane just couldn't _____ her tears when she heard the sad news. 

A. let out B. turn to C. hold back D. put off 

17.  Cars and motorcycles are _____ in this area; people can only walk around here. 

A. permitted B. promoted C. banned D. favored 

18.  The long-hyped promise of connecting everything to the Internet may be a little closer _____ 

new technology. 

A. thanks to B. for C. in spite of D. as 

19.  Many victims _____ saved if more rescuers had been sent there. 

A. can be B. will be C. would have been D. should have 

20.  The flooding caused by the typhoon left many people suffering _____. 

A. severely B. cheerfully C. impatiently D. peacefully 

21.  The violent storm almost destroyed the area. People living there really _____ an ordeal. 

A. scored B. dragged C. resisted D. underwent 

22.  Einstein was Jewish, and in 1933 the Nazi government _____ his property and German 

citizenship. 

A. taken away B. took away C. has taken away D. was taken away 

23.  It was not until recently _____ scientists unraveled the mystery. 

A. that B. then C. as D. since 

24.  Being a new comer, Alice is _____ with the area. 



A. informative B. unfamiliar C. aware D. confident 

25.  The imaginative writer has written many _____ novels that enjoy a readership of over one 

million. 

A. interesting B. natural C. critical D. talented 

26.  "Achievement tests" _____ to measure acquired skills and knowledge, particularly those which 

have been directly taught. 

A. design B. designing C. which are designed D. are designed 

27.  After the latest delay, it's doubtful that we will be able to meet the project ______. 

A. deadline B. stability  C. context D. function 

28.  Identical twins are more similar to each other _____ a clone would be to his or her original. 

A. and B. but C. than D. as 

29.  The hamburger has been part of the American _____ since the beginning of the 20th century. 

A. civilization B. property C. diet D. art 

30.  Your opinion, _____ it's a suggestion or a criticism, will help us improve our products. 

A. whether B. nor C. either D. neither 

31.  The woman divorced her husband right after she found out that he _____ her. 

A. cheated on B. fell in love with C. proposed to D. laughed at 

32.  Albert is not just a poet. He is a mathematics _____. 

A. athlete B. genius C. mechanic D. moron 

33.  There has been a significant increase in sales since our new marketing ______ started last 

month. 

A. campaign B. phenomenon C. corruption D. appliance 

34.  It was not until recently _____ scientists unraveled the mystery. 

A. that B. then C. as D. since 

35.  The trash can, _____ with rejected term paper, sat in the corner of the dorm room. 

A. fill B. to fill C. filling D. filled 

36.  A ______ has been found in our product, so we'll have to recall the whole line. 

A. tariff B. crew C. flaw D. guard 

37.  Word processors ease the making of revision not only when the writing is finished _____ 

throughout the entire writing process. 

A. as well as B. and C. but also D. or 

38.  A sentimental girl such as Jane just couldn't _____ her tears when she heard the sad news. 



A. let out B. turn to C. hold back D. put off 

39.  You can ______ Michael to lead this project because he always gets the job done. 

A. rely on B. look over C. take off D. pick up 

40.  The little boy described a silly incident so seriously _____ his mother could not help laughing. 

A. and B. therefore C. then D. that 

41.  With _____, Sally has tried every possible way to get back her missing daughter. 

A. reputation B. confusion C. intention D. determination 

42.  After watching the brilliant performance, the audience clapped _____. 

A. splendidly B. fortunately C. attentively D. enthusiastically 

43.  It is hard to make little kids sit still; they are very _____. 

A. sincere B. reckless C. energetic D. impressive 

44.  The film director is _____ working on a new adventure movie. He won't be available until the 

film is completed. 

A. currently B. particularly C. economically D. permanently 

45.  Scientists say they are ready to start _____ the technology of cloning to human beings. 

A. performing B. applying C. experimenting D. producing 

 

II.  Text completion  

Champ is a young male chimpanzee. Recently, he did something that surprised scientists. The 

scientists had __46__ some grapefruit in the sand, and only Champ knew where the grapefruit was. 

When the other chimps were in the area, however, Champ __47__ that he did not know where the 

grapefruit was. Later, when the other chimps __48__, Champ went right to the spot __49__ the 

grapefruit was hidden, dug it up, and ate it. __50__, Champ was able to make plans and trick his 

friends. 

 

46.  A. buried B. eaten C. grown D. dug 

47.  A. realized B. pretended C. wondered D. admitted 

48.  A. fell asleep B. fall asleep C. will fall asleep D. are going to fall asleep 

49.  A. which B. there C. what D. where 

50.  A. To the scientists' relief B. Amazingly C. To make matters worse D. However 

 


